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Craps is well-known to be a game with very low house advantage. So why doesn't your stake last

as long as the odds say it should? I know why. And I want to share that truth with you. Whether you

are taking a vacation to Las Vegas and want to stretch your gaming dollar, a casino local wanting to

maximize playing time, or a low-roller who wants a shot at the brass ring, OWN BIG RED is for you.

It's a complete system for betting on craps for the regular guy or gal. Let me share a secret with

you: Gambling, especially gambling at Craps, is a game of TIME, not money. It only takes ONE

CHIP to have a monster roll, if you are fortunate enough to walk up to the Craps table the moment it

starts. So, your stack of chips equates to sand in an hourglass. You do not know WHEN that

monster roll will start, so if you want to be there when the action starts, you must buy TIME by

spending your chips to "place your bets", in the hope that the monster roll will start before your chips

run out. If you do not understand correct principles, you will squander your chips faster than

necessary, and you will lose. The casino is COUNTING on this. BUT, if you understand correct

principles, and use them to defend your stack of chips like a warrior, you can buy more TIME, and

increase your chances of being there to lay that ONE CHIP on the felt that starts the monster roll.

That's really what you want, isn't it? In OWN BIG RED, you will see what is right with Craps, what is

wrong with it, and what you can do about it. You can (that means YOU MIGHT) walk out of the

casino a winner, or at least cut your losses and not walk out broke. You will be genuinely excited

about playing after reading OWN BIG RED. More importantly, you will no longer fear losing. In Own

Big red, you will learn:What makes up a complete gambling system;What the casino's REAL

advantage is (and it's not the 1.41% edge that the house has). Once you know this, you will never

play the same way again;What a trend is, and how to capitalize on it;When to bet, and more

importantly, when NOT to bet; how to tread water at a choppy table, and hold on to your money until

the monster roll comes along;How to bet on that monster roll the RIGHT way;AND, most

importantly, how to always know what you are going to do next, no matter what you have bet, or

what number is rolled.I'll show you why the Fibonacci sequence of numbers is the easiest way to

parlay your bet on a winning roll. Once you know this simple technique, you will never forget it. It

involves NO math at all, whether you're betting $5 or $5000. The steps are the same whatever your

bet is, and they're simple to do.I'll show you why the "standard advice" of putting a bet on the Pass

line and backing it with double Odds is the WORST advice in the casino. Every other book on Craps

is WRONG about this, and I will prove it.Lastly, you will double your comps for the same amount of

risk when betting on the Pass line.I'm going to make a bold prediction: Ten years from now, any

craps player NOT betting the OWN BIG RED way will be thought of as an idiot. It's your choice.



Give it a shot. Learn how you can OWN BIG RED today. You get the same great money-back

guarantee as all the Kindle e-books on  You have nothing to lose, and everything to gain.Good luck.

My two wishes for you are that 1) you "break the bank", and 2) that I am standing next to you when

you do.
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This is not your run-of-the-mill "how-to" book. Beginners should look elsewhere for the basics of

how the game is played.NOBODY can teach you how to "win big" at craps. The author, bless his

heart, makes no such claim. Neither does he (to his great credit) expound on the insane notions

known as "controlling the dice".The author is quite obviously an experienced player; he knows the

game and he knows that the odds of winning big at craps are daunting at best., and there no

possible "system" that can overcome the odds on a consistent or repeateble basis.Craps is a game

of cycles and streaks, hot, cold and choppy.What the author presents in this book is a strategy for

waiting out the choppy cycles until the "hot" or "cold" streak hits. Whether it works or not may be

questioned by some, but to me, a thirty-three year Craps player, the author's math is sound and the

strategy is reasonable, if you have the patience to use it.What may be of even more value to some

players is his treatment of practice, planning, money management, the importance of mental attitude

and knowing when to walk.



I enjoyed the book. It offered several new concepts to aid the player to play longer with smaller

losses. The Fibonacci betting method makings more sense than other methods. I am a beginning

player who has a limited exposure to the game. I have readseveral books by various authors to

learn the game. I am a small bankroll player who is looking for ways to extend table time. This book

provides one method to accomplish that goal. It is nice to read a new fresh approach to the game. I

recommend this book toanyone. It decrease losses to whipsaw tables.

Book has Interesting betting method but not sure u can beat the house odds with it. You have to be

able to recognizeThe hot roll when it comes. But I did enjoy the book.
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